
Project Gotham was a March 2002 launch title for the Xbox system. Bizarre took MSR, upped the resolution of textures, increased the 
polygon count (now 10,000/car) and turned down the brightness.  And it produced what was arguably one of the best ever launch 
games a console has ever seen.  The Kudos system (see below) was still the heart of the game and it still had only 29 cars and 4 ar-
eas.  Like MSR the cars could be a bit dull early in the game.  Oh and the Dolby Digital audio was rubbish.   A huge short-coming 
(often forgotten) is that this game had no online play at all.  Sadly for Bizarre, the platform had another racing game at launch, the 
very nice Rallisport Challenge (also no online racing).  So PGR1 didn’t have any huge sales to brag about, despite being a rather fine 
game (if you’d not already played MSR). 
 

This is where the legend truly begins. This is where the game starts to challenge Turismo in terms of having masses of content 
(offline) and a huge publicity machine.   It had MP’s wanting to ban the game (stand up Australian Labour MP Paul Gibson), lots of 
front page magazine covers and even a 3-CD soundtrack available to accompany the game.  Bizarre’s own forums were overloaded 
with excited players waiting for the 18th November 2003 (USA) launch.  It was quickly followed by the European launch a week later.   
In a ‘first’ move the Publisher MS later offered downloadable content for £4 per track.  However, it was not this that the game is 
fondly remembered for, rather the online racing.  Broadband was pretty much available in the whole of the UK by this point (though 
typically about 512kb download and 256 or 128kbit upload).  It was enough bandwidth, and here’s the point:  Online in PGR2 ceased 
to be the bolt on option it had been in other earlier online games (on PC & Xbox).  Online was woven, stitched and sewn into every 
corner and every component of the PGR2 blanket.     
 
It included more cars, 12 distinct areas and a couple of racetracks including Nordschleife.  The damage model remained superficial 
but this didn’t matter when working so hard for Kudos points was integral to buying faster cars.  Playing this on a 90” screen 
(projector) in 720p mode was sublime. One criticism to levy at this version was the extreme difficulty of the harder races.  Whether 
this was better than Turismo was a much debated, but pointless argument…whilst Turismo gives realism and masses of cars, Gotham 
gives online racing and a more arcade-like handling. 

 

Kudos: 
Kudos is earned in all 
the (so far 4) games.  
There are changes in the 
series, but as a whole 
some or all of the follow-
ing are ways to earn 
Kudos when racing: 
 
Oversteer sliding, 360 
degree spin, Taking a 
good racing line, Air – 2 
wheels or 4.  Not hard in 
Cisco!, Clean section, 
Clean race, Slipstream, 
Overtake, Cones – get 
through a pair of cones 
without bashing them. 
 
And at the end of a race, 
Kudos for how well you 
did time/overtaking etc. 
 
Kudos is best earned by 
doing multiple events 
without crashing, when 
a multiplier will be used. 

 
Released December 2005, the thing that impressed so much about PGR3 was the stunning in-car views.  
Sure there wasn’t much road left as the camera sat way back in the car, but the interiors were great.  And 
there ends my positive comments about PGR3.  You see, PGR2 was so good, it really didn’t need improving. 
So all you can do really is polish it.  And they did polish it, a lot, with really nice hi-tech wax, so PGR3 looked 
absolutely out of this world.  But after the polish wears off, you were left with just four areas to race in, less 
variety of cars (no pleasing some!) and shamefully for a next-gen game, 30 fps racing.  Yes, it caused an 
uproar in the forums and magazines.  Design Manager Gareth Wilson took a pre-release question from Euro-
gamer. "This version's running at 30 frames per second. We're aiming for 60…..We'll see how we go. It's all 
about timings. If we had four months we could get it running at 60”. They didn’t.  Of course their earlier 
games only ran at 30fps, but any half-savvy racing game fan knows a smooth game is a rewarding one.  All 
you have to do is NOT play Turismo before this game and you won’t notice it!  So what you had was a shin-
ier game but less full game than PGR2. 
 
As a series, I’ve always found the game circuits to be too samey…too many square, camber-less corners.  
But that’s what you get with city-racing.   
 
This is a flag-ship series for Microsoft.  It’s a game which moves machines.  If anything ever defined WHAT 
the first Xbox was, it was the online service.  If any game on the platform ever made the best of that, it’s 
PGR2—the game which remains to date probably the best and most innovative of all the Scouser’s racing 
games. 
 
 
 
 

PGR: The game was criticised for having really dark graphics 

Look how gorgeous:  It’s a game series which has no equal in the sub-sub-sub-sub-genre of  Driving/Racing/Super-Car/City/semi-arcade handling/   

PGR3 cars had 96,000 polygons!   

LIVE TELEVISION 

Do you ever watch motor sport where you don’t know the racers or teams involved?  It’s not so much fun as watching a race 
where you know the people, teams, cars etc and all their strengths and weaknesses….which brings me onto one notable 
inclusion for PGR3…having upto 30,000 online viewers to watch racing as it unfolds.  Which, as you’ll now appreciate from 
my introduction, is fine if you know the racer’s involved but watching a bunch of no-good racers crash around – no thanks.  
So this has potential and I personally hope it grows to the point where millions of gamers tune in to watch a really big prize 
money final, but for now, most are labelling this option as a novelty.   


